Siemens IoT Services
We create your unique digital journey
– from strategy to design to
implementation
The world is rapidly changing...
We know how to tackle the challenges of today with holistic
digital offerings and individual solutions.
Digitalization and the Internet of Things (IoT) have a tremendous impact on our world. It is obvious that organizations
need to address the issue of digital transformation, yet few
have a concrete strategy. Those that tackle digital transformation and IoT will be the leaders of tomorrow, shaping the
future of their industries.
We create your unique digital journey!
We offer our unmatched industrial DNA paired with strong
IoT expertise to drive sustainable growth in a digital world.
From strategy to design to implementation – we support you
globally to successfully re-invent your business.

Want to know more?
Read our Whitepaper…
‘Turning the Internet of Things into reality –
a practical approach on our unique IoT journey.’

… or our Harvard Business Review …
‘Accelerating the internet of things timeline –
A Pulse Survey on how global executives evaluate
the current status and see the future of IoT.’
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Control Tower Systems
are the answer – to
your question too?
Our modular approach solves
your supply chain challenges

What is the concept?
Few topics within supply chain management generate as much
debate on their definition and purpose as a Control Tower.
Common solutions aim to create transparency across the
supply chain – thus serving as an essential basis for identifying
deviations, delays and disruptions in the value chain at an early
stage in order to allow for timely reaction and continuous
improvement.
Use cases range from simply creating tracking visibility through
track & trace solutions to complete monitoring of all incoming
and outgoing goods, internal processes, financial flows and
data from external partners.
The increased complexity around modern supply chains is
often the main driver of the need for end-to-end visibility – and
Control Tower solutions are just what is needed to manage this
complexity.

What are the advantages?
Control Tower solutions are often advertised with the words
“transparency” and “visibility” and promise to be able to control
complex situations from a central place.
However, transparency alone does not bring any cost advantages with it.
Many solutions provide functionality and additional information, but direct savings are usually not generated because the
information must be used correctly to reap the full benefits of a
Control Tower.
Another misconception is that Control Tower solutions only
benefit complex supply chains, yet even partial solutions can
bring concrete advantages in simple processes.

How do we answer these questions? Our approach
Our modular approach to the Control Tower solution and its
implementation is based on:
• Detailed process analysis – identifying weak points and
including them selectively based on customer requirements
• Step-by-step implementation – prioritizing subprocesses
or individual problems to generate quick wins
• Scalability – even for small supply chains or internal
processes
• Proven use cases – involving partners or as an individual
solution
In answering the question of whether Control Tower solutions can add value to your supply chain, we offer you
comprehensive support based on our industry knowledge
and expertise in IoT and operations.

